ON RESTRICTED
SYSTEMS
OF HIGHERINDETERMINATE
EQUATIONS
*
BY

E. T. BELL

By two examples we shall illustrate a means for deriving arithmetical
properties of certain restricted forms. So little being known concerning the
arithmetic of forms of higher degree, it is reasonable to develop what is offered
by analysis.
The method exemplified is of wide scope and easy applicability,
and may possibly, in addition to giving new properties of integers, yield also,
on starting from the appropriate associated forms of the second degree, information regarding current problems.
It is a natural extension to forms of
higher degree of the classic applications of elliptic functions to special quadratic
forms. The method being new, we shall give the analysis for the first example

in some detail.
1. We take first a single restricted form
(1)

rey* + vx' — xry*

in which re, v, x, y are variable integers; u, v are odd, x, y even, and r, s
are constant odd positive integers.
For a == 1 and m odd and positive, we
consider all the representations (re, v, x, y) of 2" m in (1); or, what is the
same, the totality of solutions (u, v, x, y) of
(2)

2" m = Mw*+ vxT — xT y,

where a, m, r, s are constants, m, u, v, r, s are odd, x, y even, and a S 1.
From all the ( u, v, x, y ) we select two classes Ci, C2 defined by

(Ci):

x g 0,

y>0,

u > xr,

v < v*,

(C2):

x>0,

w§0,

M<xr,

v > y*;

and denote

by Ni ( 2a m ) the number

of ( u, v, x, y) belonging

to C,.

It

will be shown that the difference Ni ( 2" m ) — N2 ( 2" m ) is a function of a,
r, s and the divisors of m.
2. It is convenient to distinguish four cases :

(Ax):
(A2):
(A3):
( At ) :

a
a
a
a

m
s
+
^

0 mod
0 mod
0 mod
0 mod

r
r
r
r

and
and
and
and

a
a
a
a

=
+
=
^

0mod«,
0 mod s,
0modi,
0 mod s.
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Let Xy( re) denote the sum of all those divisors of the positive integer re
which are jth powers. Then, corresponding to the four cases we have :

iA'i)

Mi)
iA'3)

Mí)

Nii2"m)
Nii2"m)
Nii2"m)
Ni(2"m)

- Nii2"m)
- Nii2"m)
- N2(2"m)

= 2<^1[X.(m) -X,(m)],
= - 2<^1Xr(m),
= 2«-1 X„( m ), •

- N2(2am)

= 0,

all of which may be put in a single statement.
To prove these results we transform (1) into an associated quadratic form, simultaneously replacing the
conditions (Ci), (C2) by equivalent restrictions on the new variables.

3. The (u, v, x, y) being as in § 1, we see that d', 8', d", 8" defined by
(3)

M = d',

v = 8',

u-xT

are odd positive integers provided that
(u, v, x, y) belong to Ci. Then, since

= d",
(u,

y"-v

= 8",

v, x, y) belongs to Ci.

Let

uy* + vxr — xr y* = uv + ( u — xr ) ( y* — v ),

we may replace (2) by

(4)

2" m = d'8' + d"8",

in which dl, 8', d", 8" are restricted to be odd positive integers subject to the

conditions
(5)

d'-d"

= xr,

5'+

á" = i/,

x§0,

and, necessarily, y > 0. It is easily seen that all those solutions of (2)
belonging to Cx are identical with all those of (4) which satisfy also (5). That
is, (2) and (Ci) define the same (m, v, x, y) as do (4) and (5). Hence
Ni ( 2" m ) is equal to the number of solutions ( d!, 8', d" ,8") of (4) such that
d' — d" is the rth power of an integer § 0, and 5' + 8" the sth power of an
integer > 0, the d', 8', d", 8" being odd positive integers as defined.
Similarly, starting from

u = d!,

v = 8',

xr-u

= d",

v - y' = 8",

where dl, 8', d", 8" are odd positive integers, and (u,v,x,y)
belongs to C2,
we see that all the solutions of (2) belonging to C2 are identical with all those

of (4) which satisfv also
d' + d" = xr,

8'-8"

= y',

x>0,

27§ 0;

that is, 2V2( 2" m ) is equal to the number of solutions ( d', 8', d", 8" ) of (4)
which are such that d' + d" is the rth power of an integer > 0, and 8' — 8"
the 5th power of an integer § 0.
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4. To evaluate Ni(2"m)
from this reduction to an associated quadratic
form, we remark that if re is the Mh power ( k an integer ) of an integer, — re
is also the kth power of an integer when and only when k is odd. Hence if
^>2f-i(x) denotes 1 or 0 according as x is or is not the (2t — 1 )th power of an
integer, <p2t-x(x) is an even function of x, viz.,
?>2i-i(x)

= tpit-xi — x).

Again, if x, y are relatively prime,
<P2t-i(xy)

= y>2f-i(x)<p2(_i(y);

and if x, y, z, • • • are integers, r, s, t, • • • odd positive integers, the value of
<Pr,;t,

... (x,y,

z, ■•■),

= <f>r(x)<f>8(y)<pt(z)

•••

is unity when and only when simultaneously x is an rth power, y is an 5th power,
z is a tth power, • • •, and in every other case the function vanishes.
That is,
this function is even in each of its variables x, y, z, • • •, and vanishes with
each of <pr,<pt,<Pt,••• .
5. Using the values of 2V,(2arei) deduced in § 3 from the associate (4),
ve have now

Ni(2°m) = 2>r,.(d'-d",5'
N2(2°m)

= 2>r,

+ S"),

s(d' + d",5'-

5"),

the Y extending to all the d', b', d", 5" given by (4) as defined in § 3. Let
f(x,y)
denote any function which is even in each of its variables x, y. Then,
the £ on the left being as just stated, that on the right extending to all positive
divisors d of m, there is the well-known result due to Liouville :

T,U(d' - d", Ô'+ 5") -f(d' + d", 5' - 5")]
= 2-1Zd[/(0,2"d)-/(2-d,0)].
Hence, substituting

<pr,* (x, y) for f(x,

(6) Ni(2am)-N2(2°m)

y), we have

= 2-"1 ¿ d [^,,,(0,

2<"d) - <pr,,(2ad, 0)];

and since d is odd,
^r(2°d)

= <pr(2a)<pr(d),

so that (6) is equivalent to (A[),■•■,

<p,(2"d)

= <ps(2a)<ps(d),

(A't) of § 2.

6. In deriving such results the order of the steps is the reverse of that just
completed.
It will be sufficiently evident from the following example. The
function / ( x, y ) is as in § 5, and all the letters, unless otherwise noted, represent positive integers. The origin of the fundamental /-identity is indicated

in § 8.
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Consider the pair of equations
/-v

f 2re = 2rei + 2re2,

Wi = <i ti ,

re2 = í2 T2,

\ 2re = m'i +

m[ = t[ t[ ,

m'2 = t'tr't,

m't,

in which the t, t are pairs of conjugate divisors, as indicated, and the i's are
divisors whose conjugates are odd; reí, nt are odd or even, m\, m't are odd.
Hence t[, t[ , t'2, t'2 are odd, as also are ti , T2; and U ( %= 1, 2 ) is odd or even
according as re¿is odd or even, that is, U and re,-are of the same parity.
Then,
the 222on the left referring to all t, t , m2 which satisfy (7) for re given, that on
the right to all pairs of conjugate divisors t, t of re ( = tr ), we have
£

[("

l)"{/(2<2

-

+ Ti, Tt) -/(2<2

(-1)',{/(T2,2Í2

-

Ti, Ti)]

+ Tl) -fiTi,2ti-Tl)\]

+ 2Z(-l|rí)f(m2)/«;,TÍ)

= £[¿{/(2A-1,t)-(-.1)''/(t,2A-1)}],
X=l

where ( — 1|tJ) is Jacobi's extension of Legendre's symbol, and £(m£) one
fourth the number of representations of m2 as a sum of two squares. This
identity indicates, on replacing/(x,
77) by <pr,Ax, y), the substitutions for
transformng (7) into four higher forms, also what restrictions are to be imposed

on the latter.
7. For this purpose we consider the first partial

replacing/by

sum on the left (after

<p),
Z(-

Here the ^-function

l)"Vr,,(2<2

+ Ti,T2).

= 1 when and only when integers x, y exist such that
2<2 + ti = 3f,

In every other case the value is zero.

equations (7) by
(8)
the substitution

T2 = y*.

Hence we replace the first of the

2re = 2»xr + 2mt/*- 4mtj,
converting it into (8) being

ti = M,

ti = xr — 2m,

h = V,

Tt = m*.

By translating the conditions upon the t, t into terms of the new variables,
we get the restrictions to which (8) is subjected :

(TJi):

x, y odd > 0; u, v odd or even, > 0; of > 2u.

Further subdividing Ci according as u is even or odd, we have two subclasses,
(TJio):

x, y odd, > 0; m even, > 0; v odd or even, > 0; af > 2m;

(Cu):

x, y odd, > 0; m odd, > 0; v odd or even, > 0; af > 2m.
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Let Nij(2n) denote the number of solutions of (8) which belong to Ci¡.
Then, as in the first example, we have
£(-

l)',*?r..(2<2

+ Ti,T2)

= iVio(2re) - tfn(2re).

The third partial sum also refers to (8), the substitution being
t2 = V,

Ti = y" — 2v,

Il = M,

Ti = xr,

and the corresponding classes
(C3o):

x, y odd, > 0; m even, > 0; v odd or even, > 0; y' > 2v;

(C31):

x, y odd, > 0; m odd, > 0; v odd or even, > 0; y* > 2v,

whence 22(-

1)'* <Pt..(tí, 2t2 + ti) = iV30(2re)- 2V"3i(2re).

The second partial sum refers to the equation

(9)

2re = - 2»i xl + 2miy{ + 4mxvi ,

the substitution and the classes being, with a notation similar to that for the
preceding cases,
ti = Mi,

Ti = 2mi - xi,

tx = Vi,

t% = y'x;

(Cío): Xi,2/1odd,Xi50,i/i
> 0; Mieven, > 0; i>iodd or even, > 0; x[ < 2ux;
( C21) : Xi, yi odd, Xi5 0, Mi< 0; Mi odd, > 0; »1odd or even, > 0; x\ < 2ux;

whence
2(-l)'íVr,.(2Í2-Ti,T2)

= Jv2o(2re) -2v2i(2re).

The fourth partial sum refers to

(10)

2re = 2v2xl — 2u2y2 + 4m2v2,

the substitution and classes being
ti = V2,

Ti = 2V2 — y"2,

tx -

«J,

T2 = xS;

( C4o):

X2, y2 odd, x2 > 0, y2 5 0; M2even, > 0; v2 odd or even, > 0; y'2 <2v2;

(CiX):

X2,w2odd,X2 > 0,m2<0;

M2 odd, > 0; vt odd or even, > 0; y'a < 2v2;

whence
Tl(-l)'l<pr,,(Ti,2ti-Ti)

= Ni0(2n)

- iV4i(2re).

The fifth partial sum refers to the equation

(11)

2n = xlyl + ul + vl,

for which the substitution and classes are
t'x = xr3,

(C50):
(Cm):

TÍ = y3,

m'a = u\ + v%;

x3, y3 odd, > 0; m3, v3 of opposite parities, § 0; y3 = 1 mod 4;
x3, y3 odd, > 0; ms, v3 of opposite parities, § 0; y3 = — 1 mod 4;
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 82.
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and we have

2£(~

l\T'i)kim't)<Pr,At'i,T'i)

= \[Nm(2n)

-2V5i(2re)].

To evaluate the right side of the identity we denote by [x] the greatest
integer which does not exceed x, and by 7ya positive divisor of re whose conjugatej Ty, is a jth power. Then, the 222on the right referring to all tr, ta, we
have at once

Z[¿{^,8(2A-l,T)-(-l)»^.,(r,2A-l)}]

= 12 {[^217=1]- (- 1)»[ i/2¡r=l]} .
Combining all these results, we get for the four equations (8), (9), (10),
(11) the following syzygy between the number of solutions belonging to the

classes C,y:
2{^io(2re)

- 2V"ii(2re) - iV20(2re) + Ntl(2n) ~ -^so(2re) + N3ii2n)
+ ^40(2re) - iV4i(2re)} + Nbpj2n) - iV6i(2re)_

= 2Eí[^2í,-l]-(-l)"[Á/27r-l]};
and this may be regarded as a relation between the numbers of simultaneous
representations of 2re in the system of forms
2vx* + 2uy11— 4mtj;

— 2tji x\ + 2mi y{ + 4mi Vi;

2t>2xrt — 2m2 y t + 4m2 v2;

x\ y\ + m2 + v\,

subject to the given restrictions.
In both examples the number of representations in each class is obviously, from the associate, finite.
8. The identity in § 6 is one paraphrase of the equation of three terms in
elliptic functions; Liouville's in § 5 may be derived from the same source, as
shown in papers presented to the Society in 1918. By the methods of those
papers combined with the present, similar results for systems of any number
of forms in any number of inde ter minâtes may be found.
University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash.
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